
 Fiore dei Liberi: Flos Duellatorum, 1410 (Pisani-Dossi, F. Novati, Bergamo, 1902)

 5  spada longa in arme - armoured longsword

 5.1 gioco arme (armoured plays)

 5.1.1 couerta de lo magistro ese questa punta (master's cover to a thrust)

Per questa couerta crederia çaschun guastar,
Segondo che uoy uederiti far li scholar

De la couerta de lo magistro ese questa punta,
E li altri zoghi dredo che asay ben monta

I believe for this matter this cover will lay waste,
Because in a second, you will learn what makes a
scholler.

Along with the cover of the master is this thrust,
And for someone else's play then a good rising
strike.

Synopsis: The interpretation of the left pair of verses contains text which were impossible to
translation, such as çaschun and therefore, the translation confidence is somewhat low for the
first line. The second term that proved difficult was uederiti with no known roots found to
"reverse engineer" this particular word. However, the verse does appear to instruct the
student on the value of such a guard position, possibly beginning with the guard of the true
cross and parrying the inbound strike by cross blades with the left hand on the blade with
right on the grip. A very powerful parry which will nullify any strike fendente. The
crossing-parry is simply a pre-amble to the next phase of the counter which is illustrated in
the illustration on the right. As Liberi says in the previous verse, the student will learn what it
takes to be a scholler by converting the cross-parry into a thrust as illustrated on the right
should the attacker attempt to counter the crossing-parry with another play.

Practical Application: The defender in order to deploy the crossing-parry would begin with the posta di vera croce or
guard of the true cross, despite the opponent grip's clearly indicating that a strike is inevitable. The shortened-sword
grip of the defender permits extremely quick movement to parry the inbound strike concurrently while taking a passing
step forward with the left foot. This closes the distance between the combatants and the resulting sword position
adequately provides the necessary cover. Continuing with this maneuvre, by rotating the shortened-sword so that the
point is now oriented towards the opponent as illustrated in the illustration on the right, is concurrently deployed by the
defender forcing down the attacker's sword as his sword is "wrapped" onto the attacker's blade. This ensures that a
counter is less likely as the original attacker must contend with both his weapon being forced down and the inevitable
thrust to the throat or face. A very popular maneuvre in our own engagements.
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example applications/similarities
 

Author Year Reference Page

Hans Talhoffer 1467 From the high guard drop forward into the ready point
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 Fiore dei Liberi: Flos Duellatorum, 1410 (Pisani-Dossi, F. Novati, Bergamo, 1902)

 5  spada longa in arme - armoured longsword

 5.1 gioco arme (armoured plays)

 5.1.2 al collo t'ò posta (from the guard to the sling)

Tu ua in terra per la punta de la spada,
E se peço non te faço hay bona derada

Tu senti che la spada al collo t'ò posta
E de morte in tera io te farò mostra

You are going to the ground because the point of
the sword,
From behind your neck and you will not do well at
this stage.

You will feel the sword because from the guard to
a sling,
And then I will show you how to die in the earth.

Synopsis: The verses written for both illustrations both emphasize the the "earth" implying
that the opponent will no doubt end up on the ground vanquished or possibly "dead" as is
indicated in the second verse. The term "neck" has different Italian words referring to it, such
as peço in the left verses and al collo which refers to a sling around the neck in the right
verses. The tone of the text is more robust given that this is the first instance of the word
death or morte in the verses. The confidence of the translations are relatively good in this
case.

Practical Application: Liberi does not specify the particular posta one should begin with in
preparation for the maneuvre described, however, it implies that the opponent's thrust may
be parried with the posta di vera croce or guard of the cross which appears to work well in a
practical sense. Upon the thrust, the defender while parrying aside the thrust with the posta
di vera croce would take a passing step with the left leg to maneuvre behind the attacker and raise the point against the
attacker's throat. This provides the leverage necessary to easily take the attacker down from behind.

In the second illustration, it appears that the master makes the first move, assuming the opponent has gripped his sword
in a posta di vera croce stance, and rushes in to wrap the master's sword around the back of the neck for a take down.
This maneuvre works very well and is one of the more popular maneuvres at AEMMA. It is also unclear if the pair of
illustrations depict the movement from the left illustration to the right although it possible in practice providing one's
footwork is well placed.
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example applications/similarities
 

Author Year Reference Page

Anonymous, Codex 11093 c1450 1/2-sword hook to the neck
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 Fiore dei Liberi: Flos Duellatorum, 1410 (Pisani-Dossi, F. Novati, Bergamo, 1902)

 5  spada longa in arme - armoured longsword

 5.1 gioco arme (armoured plays)

 5.1.3 la spada tua sera perssa (to lay waste your sword)

Si io me uolto streto de la parte riuerssa
De la drita man la spada tua sera perssa

La man t'ò guasta, tu lo poy ben sentir,
E cum lo pomo in lo uolto te poria ferir

It is my turn to transfer to tighten the side
Of the right hand and lay waste your sword.

The hand that will be your ruin, you would do well
to feel,
And with the turning pommel I set out to wound
you.

Synopsis: Confidence in the translation of the first line of the left verse is somewhat low.
Liberi may be indicating that it is preferable to engage in close-quarters combat given the
reference to "close" or "tight" with the word streto. Therefore, the context may indicate that
the master, transforms the longsword engagement at distance to close quarters and using
the right arm/hand of the opponent, results in the opponent's weapon being nullified. The
second verses on the right appear to warn the student that despite the apparent block
deployed by the student, one should be wary that the master's hand although pressed by the
student's guard, can be used to guide the master's sword to the face of the student in the
form of a thrust. However, reference to the pommel pomo is unclear when related to the
illustration, except for the possibility of the master beginning initially with the guard of the
bastard cross or posta di croce bastarda and therefore "turning" the sword from the pommel
oriented towards the opponent to the point oriented towards the opponent.

Practical Application: The illustration on the left clearly depicts the advantage of simply pressing in while gripping the
blade and deploying the shortened-sword technique against an opponent holding the sword in a similar fashion. The
master "slips" the point into the "hole" between the right arm and sword thus providing leverage to compressing the
opponent's sword against his own chest. From this position, entry into close-quarters and grappling would be the next
logical step. The master can use this technique to disarm the opponent by forcing the opponent's right grip from the hilt.

The illustration on the right depicts the master thrusting to the face despite a press by the opponent. This particular
maneuvre can be deployed from an initial position of the guard of the bastard cross or posta di croce bastarda. With
proper foot placement, the master can hook the opponent's neck on the opponent's left side, and provided the master's
footing is such that his left leg is on the inside of the opponent, the hook can be used to take down the opponent towards
the master's left.
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example applications/similarities

 

Author Year Reference Page

Anonymous, Gladiatoria 1425-1475 pressing in
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 Fiore dei Liberi: Flos Duellatorum, 1410 (Pisani-Dossi, F. Novati, Bergamo, 1902)

 5  spada longa in arme - armoured longsword

 5.1 gioco arme (armoured plays)

 5.1.4 cum lo mantiner in terra io te mando... (with this hold I condemn you to the earth...)

Aqui te guastor le man per uegner a ligadura,
Aquella ch'e si forte che de arme niente cura

Cum lo mantiner in terra io te mando,
E cum la punta mia te andarò guastando

Here your hand is ruined because I tie you up
(uegner?),
Being smart is strong because little do I care of
your weapon.

I condemn you to the earth with this hold,
And with my point I will continue to damage you.

Synopsis: Confidence in the translation of the first line of the left verse is somewhat low.
Liberi may be indicating that it is preferable to engage in close-quarters combat given the
reference to "close" or "tight" with the word streto. Therefore, the context may indicate that
the master, transforms the longsword engagement at distance to close quarters and using
the right arm/hand of the opponent, results in the opponent's weapon being nullified. The
second verses on the right appear to warn the student that despite the apparent block
deployed by the student, one should be wary that the master's hand although pressed by the
student's guard, can be used to guide the master's sword to the face of the student in the
form of a thrust. However, reference to the pommel pomo is unclear when related to the
illustration, except for the possibility of the master beginning initially with the guard of the
bastard cross or posta di croce bastarda and therefore "turning" the sword from the pommel
oriented towards the opponent to the point oriented towards the opponent.

Practical Application: The illustration on the left clearly depicts the advantage of simply pressing in while gripping the
blade and deploying the shortened-sword technique against an opponent holding the sword in a similar fashion. The
master "slips" the point into the "hole" between the right arm and sword thus providing leverage to compressing the
opponent's sword against his own chest. From this position, entry into close-quarters and grappling would be the next
logical step. The master can use this technique to disarm the opponent by forcing the opponent's right grip from the hilt.

The illustration on the right depicts the master thrusting to the face despite a press by the opponent. This particular
maneuvre can be deployed from an initial position of the guard of the bastard cross or posta di croce bastarda. With
proper foot placement, the master can hook the opponent's neck on the opponent's left side, and provided the master's
footing is such that his left leg is on the inside of the opponent, the hook can be used to take down the opponent towards
the master's left.
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example applications/similarities

 

Author Year Reference Page

Anonymous, Gladiatoria 1425-1475 pressing in
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 Fiore dei Liberi: Flos Duellatorum, 1410 (Pisani-Dossi, F. Novati, Bergamo, 1902)

 5  spada longa in arme - armoured longsword

 5.1 gioco arme (armoured plays)

 5.1.5 posta di croce bastarda e punta de la faccia (guard of the bastard cross and thrust to the face)

O de la man mancha tu lassara' la spada
O tu andara' in terra cum si fata intrada

Questa presa me fa seguro de tua spada:
La mia se e libera, la tua si e inpresonada;
E lo quarto çogho ch'e in l'arte de la aca
La spada in arme de quello zogho se impaça.

Of your left hand you attempt to cut with your
sword,
But your fate has you going to the earth.

What hold on me can you do with your sword,
But for me is freedom, for you is an impression,
And the 4th play because in this art of -aca-
The sword remains in service for whatever plays
despite an impass.

Synopsis: The left verse proved very difficult to translation, specifically with the words such
as lassara and intrada. A certain amount of extrapolation was required and leveraging the
illustration, the master deploying a pommel hook concurrently with his right leg behind the
opponent's left leg is definitely in a good position to take the opponent down to the earth
terra.

The verse on the right proved even more challenging, firstly because there are 4 lines, and
secondly, Liberi seems to be pontificating on the virtues of this art in a manner of a master
instructing his student with "perls of wisdom". The reference to the 4th play may be one to
the 4th play in the armoured illustrations (the sling), but its relevance is not clear and
therefore, the confidence is low that the verse actually refers to that play.

Practical Application: The maneuvre described by Liberi is very similar to the previous illustration except for the master
is not entirely behind the opponent and who has strategicall placed his right leg behind the opponent's left leg. Given this
positioning, the deployment of a pommel hook while the opponent is attempting a hook with the hook of his sword, by
deploying the pommel hook under the opponent's left arm, renders the point hook inviable. This essentially prevents the
opponent from forcing the point downwards to engage the hook, meanwhile, the master has successfully placed the
pommel hook onto the right junction of neck and shoulder and combined with good foot placement, the master is able to
take the opponent to the earth terra.

The verse on the right instructs the student that regardless of the situation one is in, should one reach an impass with the
opponent, the sword must remain in "service", meaning that the sword can still be an offensive weapon despite having
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the impression that an stale-mate has occured in an engagement. Here, Liberi illustrates the point hook deployed by the
opponent and which appears to be relatively successful, yet, the master is able to simply position the point to the
opponent's face resulting in an unsuccessful take-down by the opponent for fear of driving the point into this face. It is
not critical foot placement by the master, except for the positioning of the sword.

 
example applications/similarities

 

Author Year Reference Page

Anonymous, Gladiatoria 1425-1475 pommel hook
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